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ABSTRACT
Selection of mutator alleles, increasing the mutation rate up to 10,000-fold, has been observed during

in vitro experimental evolution. This spread is ascribed to the hitchhiking of mutator alleles with favorable
mutations, as demonstrated by a theoretical model using selective parameters corresponding to such
experiments. Observations of unexpectedly high frequencies of mutators in natural isolates suggest that
the same phemonemon could occur in the wild. But it remains questionable whether realistic in natura
parameter values could also result in selection of mutators. In particular, the main parameters of adaptation,
the size of the adapting population and the height and steepness of the adaptive peak characterizing
adaptation, are very variable in nature. By simulation approach, we studied the effect of these parameters
on the selection of mutators in asexual populations, assuming additive fitness. We show that the larger
the population size, the more likely the fixation of mutator alleles. At a large population size, at least four
adaptive mutations are needed for mutator fixation; moreover, under stronger selection stronger mutators
are selected. We propose a model based on multiple mutations to illustrate how second-order selection
can optimize population fitness when few favorable mutations are required for adaptation.

SOME alterations in mechanisms ensuring the main- tor alleles in natural populations suggests the existence
of conditions that favor increased mutation rates. More-tenance of genetic information result in mutator

genotypes that exhibit increased mutation rates. The over, the existence of a polymorphism in mutation rate
suggests that natural populations are not at equilibrium.effect on mutation rate, also called “mutator strength,”
Laboratory evolution experiments (Chao and Coxcan reach a 10,000-fold increase (Miller 1996). Several
1983; Mao et al. 1997; Sniegowski et al. 1997) andstudies on natural isolates (Jyssum 1960; Gross and
theoretical approaches (Taddei et al. 1997b) indeedSiegel 1981; Leclerc et al. 1996; Matic et al. 1997)
show that mutator genotypes could be transiently se-have shown that mutators are present in up to 15% of
lected for in populations undergoing adaptation, i.e.,the Escherichia coli populations. This frequency is too
in populations in which the acquisition of favorablehigh to be explained only by a balance between de novo
mutations conferring fitness advantage is needed forgeneration of mutator genotypes by mutation of DNA
adaptation. Under such adaptive conditions, mutatorrepair genes and selection against these variants suffer-
alleles, despite the mutation load they generate, caning from higher mutation rates that accumulate lethal
become fixed in populations by hitchhiking with favor-and deleterious mutations. Previous models of the evo-
able alleles they produce [as could happen with neutrallution of mutation rate predicted that in stable environ-
alleles (Maynard-Smith and Haigh 1974)]. This phe-ments, mutation should follow a “reduction principle”
nomenon was demonstrated under well-defined and rel-(Liberman and Feldman 1986; Kondrashov 1995),
atively stable laboratory conditions. However, becauseas do other components of the genetic system (e.g.,
of the variability of natural environments encounteredrecombination or migration) and that a minimal muta-
by bacteria, the relevance of such results for naturaltion rate should be selected. Conversely, in oscillating
isolates remains to be demonstrated and eventuallyenvironments, infinite populations could have a non-
quantified.minimal mutation rate at equilibrium (Leigh 1970,

The two main parameters that can vary across events1973; Ishii et al. 1989). The overrepresentation of muta-
of bacterial adaptation are (i) the population size and
(ii) the number and selective advantage of favorable
mutations needed for bacteria to be adapted. In compar-
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parameters. Regarding population sizes, we may note The aim of this article is to quantify theoretically the
influences of population size and height and steepnessthe following:
of the adaptive peak on the adaptation of bacterial popu-

1. In a given environment, population sizes of different
lations to new environments and on the probability of

bacterial species may be extremely variable. For ex-
fixation of mutator alleles under varying conditions.

ample, Bacteroides is typically found at 1011–1012

As we focus on simple adaptation events, we study the
cells/g of intestinal content of adult humans,

evolution in a single-peak adaptive landscape, i.e., from
whereas E. coli is present only at 107–108 cells/g (Sav-

a valley to the top of a peak.
age 1977).

2. As a single species can have several hosts of various
body sizes, the size of the total bacterial population MODELS AND METHODS
per host organism must vary (Savage 1977). For

We simulated the colonization of an unknown virgin
example, population sizes per host organism for E.

environment by considering an initial inoculum of a
coli (found in mice as well as in whales) range from

single individual, followed by exponential growth of the
108 to 1013 cells.

population (population size doubled each generation).
3. Within the same host organism, E. coli concentration

Once the maximum capacity of the environment was
ranges from 103 to 108 cells/g, depending on localiza-

reached, the size of the population remained constant.
tion in the gastrointestinal tract or in the infected

Each generation consisted of selection, mutation, and
organs (Savage 1977).

sampling. By mutation, the genome could accumulate
4. E. coli is found at very low concentrations in second-

deleterious alleles (up to 20) and favorable ones (up
ary environments such as water and soil (Hartl and

to 24, depending on the environment). The organism
Dykhuizen 1984).

was haploid and asexual, so that different loci did not
need to be assigned a position on a genetic map andThese very different environments associated with var-

ying maximal bacterial population sizes may also require could be pooled into classes with respect to their effect
on fitness; only the number of alleles in a given classdifferent adaptations, i.e., different adaptive alleles de-

fining new adaptive peaks. As changes in human physiol- had to be counted (number of accumulated favorable
and deleterious alleles). The phenotype of an individualogy are sufficient to change the composition of one’s

intestinal microflora and thus the interactions between directly resulted from these numbers (see Selection). In
the course of the adaptation process, a mutator allelegastrointestinal commensal species (Goldin 1986), we

can assume that different adaptations are required for could appear by mutation at a modifier locus, so that
mutation rates were affected in subsequent generationscolonization of different hosts of the same species or

different hosts belonging to different species. Moreover, in the mutants. The initial colonizing cell was assumed
to be nonmutator.within the same host, the adaptations to stomach, intes-

tine, urinary tract, and blood are completely different, We used a density-based model for populations of
,1010 cells and a frequency-based model for larger andand migrations of bacteria among these different envi-

ronments impose different selective pressures (Gulig infinite populations. Models were conceived indepen-
dently and the differences between the two models for1996). In addition to variation in the abiotic environ-

ment, bacteria are constantly subjected to the pressure the frequency of fixation of mutator alleles were not
significant, as judged by a t -test (1000 simulations) com-of competition with other species, leading to a constant

need for adaptation [the “Red Queen” metaphor (Van paring the results of both models for populations of 109

cells. In the frequency-based model the frequencies ofValen 1973)].
Large variations in both population size and adaptive all possible genotypes were stored in an array, whereas

in the density-based model, the numbers of cells of thelandscape are expected to greatly affect the adaptive
process, as it can be predicted from the well-known existing genotypes were stored in memory. The fre-

quency-based model was faster than the density-basedinfluence of drift on the fate of rare advantageous mu-
tants (Gale 1990) and as previous studies of population model for large and infinite populations, whereas it was

the reverse for small population sizes.genetics have shown in some particular cases [interac-
tion between population size and deleterious mutations Beginning with a reference population of 109 bacte-

rial cells adapting to a new environment requiring 12(Lande 1994); influence of epistatic interactions on the
probability of fixation of favorable mutations (Micha- favorable alleles with a 3% additive fitness advantage

each, we explored the effect of each parameter (popula-lakis and Slatkin 1997) or compensatory mutations
(Stephan 1996); and clonal competition when only one tion size, number of loci, fitness advantage) one at a

time. We simulated adaptive processes by varying (i)favorable mutation can become fixed at a time (Ger-
rish and Lenski 1998)]. However, little is known about population sizes [from 104 up to 1020 cells, which is close

to the likely overall number of E. coli cells on earththe process of adaptation in a finite population in the
course of fixation of several advantageous mutations at (Whitman et al. 1998), the estimated effective popula-

tion size ranging from 105 to 1010 (Berg 1996; Pupothe same time.
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and Richardson 1995)]; (ii) the number of favorable When a distribution of favorable mutations was consid-
ered, each favorable mutation was assigned to one ofalleles required for complete adaptation (from 2 to 24);

or (iii) their additive selective effect on fitness (from 0.5 five discrete classes of effect on fitness. The number of
mutations and the mutation rate in each of the fiveto 10%). Experimental directional adaptation indeed

showed that selective effect reached 10% in the first classes were chosen so that the constructed distribution
was exponential (i.e., the probability density functionstages of adaptation, while further increase in fitness

was lower (Lenski and Travisano 1994). For each simu- of the selective effect, s, was ae2as): 10, 6, 4, 2, and 1
mutations with a respective selective effect of 1, 3, 5,lation, we followed the mutator frequency and the adap-

tation time, i.e., the number of generations needed for 10, and 15% and a respective mutation rate of 8.2 3
1029, 9.1 3 1029, 9.2 3 1029, 6.9 3 1029, and 5 3 1029the whole population to acquire all favorable alleles

needed for complete adaptation. This allowed us to for a distribution with a 5 20, and 12, 8, 5, 3, and 1
mutations with a respective selective effect of 1, 2, 3, 5,calculate for each set of simulations (defined by a given

population size, a mutator strength, and an adaptive and 10% and a respective mutation rate of 4.1 3 1029,
4.3 3 1029, 4.9 3 1029, 4.0 3 1029, and 2.0 3 1029 forlandscape) an average adaptation time (time until 1 2

1029 cells have all favorable alleles) and a probability a distribution with a 5 35, which corresponds to the
distribution calculated after experiments of laboratoryof fixation of the mutator allele, i.e., the percentage of

populations in which the mutator frequency had evolution (Lenski and Travisano 1994; Gerrish and
Lenski 1998).reached 95%. A minimum of 100 independent simula-

tions was done, and up to 1000 when required. Sampling procedure used to model drift: In each
simulation, the growth of the population simulated theWe also simulated more complex adaptive peaks,

composed of favorable mutations having different ef- colonization of a new environment by a single cell.
There was an exponential increase in population sizefects on fitness. More precisely, we considered an expo-

nential distribution for favorable mutations. In this case, until the maximum capacity of the environment was
reached (i.e., the fixed population size), after which athe computational time was dramatically increased as

compared with conditions where all favorable mutations sampling procedure was used at each generation to keep
the population size constant. For populations of .105have the same fitness effect.

Mutation rates: Mutations occurred at constant rates cells, genotypes found in ,100 individuals were sampled
with a Poisson sampling procedure, whereas the sampleper replicaton: 1025 for lethal mutations, 1028 for each

favorable mutation as well as for the reversion of delete- size of more common genotypes were the expected ones
(because the probability of losing a genotype with .100rious mutations, and 1024 for deleterious mutations,

which is in the range of estimated values [the rate of representatives by drift is ,10240). For populations of
104 cells, we used a binomial sampling procedure (todeleterious mutations is about 2 3 1024, with an average

cost of 1.2%, as estimated by Kibota and Lynch avoid the limits of the Poissonian approximation).
Algorithm: The computation of the evolution of the(1996)]. In the mutator genotype, all these mutation

rates were increased by a given factor, m (the strength population from generation t to generation t 1 1 can
be summarized in three phases as shown in Figure 1:of the mutator allele). The mutation producing the

mutator phenotype occurred at a constant rate of 5 3 (1) a replication-selection process, (2) a mutation pro-
cess, and (3) a random sampling process. The popula-1027, as estimated in Ninio (1991). This probably under-

estimated value is a conservative hypothesis concerning tion at generation t was subdivided into K different
genotypes defined by their numbers of favorable andthe probability of fixation of mutator alleles. The rever-

sion toward a nonmutator phenotype occurred at a rate deleterious alleles and their mutator status (mutator or
nonmutator). The density-based model considered theof m 3 5 3 10210. In each simulation, a single mutator

strength was considered. Simulations with a nonmutator numbers of individuals of each genotype i (ni) present
in the population, whereas the frequency-based modelallele (onefold mutator) were performed as a control.

A Poisson distribution was used to distribute simple and considered the frequencies ( f i) of all possible geno-
types. In Figure 1, the size of the box associated withmultiple mutations.

Selection: The effects of favorable and deleterious each genotype represents its relative representation in
the population.alleles on fitness were additive, the fitness of the pop-

ulation before adaptation being 1. Deleterious alleles Replication-selection process: In the density-based model,
the number of individuals of genotype i (n9i ) after selec-always conferred a 0.05 decrease in fitness. When a

constant fitness effect of favorable mutations was consid- tion was randomly drawn using a Poisson law, whereas
in the frequency-based model, the frequency of individ-ered, each favorable mutation conferred an increase in

fitness of 0.005, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, or 0.1, depending on uals of genotype i ( f 9i ) was set to its expected value. The
fitness coefficient of genotype i (si) was calculated fromsimulation conditions. The acquisition of the mutator

allele had no direct influence on fitness. In the density- its numbers of favorable and deleterious alleles. The
size of the population could either increase or decrease,based model a 0.01 fitness advantage corresponded to

a 0.02 chance to produce three cells instead of two. depending on the average fitness of its members.
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tions (i.e., when the number of present genotypes was
small), the density-based model was used.

RESULTS

Influence of population size: We followed the proba-
bility of the fixation of mutator alleles and the adapta-
tion time of populations varying in size from 104 to
1020 cells, adapting to a single-peak adaptive landscape
composed of 12 favorable mutations, each with a 3%
advantage in fitness. The adaptation time was affected
by population size: the larger the population, the
shorter the adaptation time (Figure 2a). At a given pop-
ulation size, adaptation time was affected by the pres-
ence of the mutator allele (Figure 2b). Mutators of 100-
fold increased the speed of adaptation up to 30%, and
10-fold mutators up to 13%, over the range of popula-
tion sizes studied. Strong mutator alleles (i.e., increasing
mutation rates 1000-fold or more) had an effect on
adaptation time only for a population size .1018 cells.

Figure 2c shows the percentage of populations in
which the mutator allele became fixed during the course
of adaptation as a function of population size. Under
this particular adaptive landscape, strong mutator al-
leles (i.e., those increasing mutation rates 1000-fold or
more) did not reach high frequencies in either finite
or infinite populations. The probability of fixation of

Figure 1.—Description of the algorithms used in the simula- weaker mutator alleles (i.e., those increasing mutationtion models. See discussion of algorithm in text.
rates by 10-fold and 100-fold) was strongly influenced
by population size, the overall pattern being a sigmoidal
increase. As expected from infinite population simula-Mutation process: In the density-based model, the num-

ber of individuals of genotype i (n″i ) after mutation was tions, these mutator alleles always became fixed in large
populations (.1018 and 1011 cells for 10-fold and 100-randomly drawn using a Poisson law. In the frequency-

based model, the frequency of genotype i ( f ″i ) was set fold mutator alleles, respectively). The pattern of in-
crease in the probability of fixation of 10-fold muta-to its expected value, except that the frequencies were

not normalized. New genotypes could be generated by tor alleles was shifted to larger population sizes as com-
pared with that of 100-fold mutator alleles: this increasemutation (others could also disappear), so that the num-

ber of present genotypes (K) could actually vary in the spanned from 107 to 1011 cells for 100-fold mutator al-
leles and from 1010 to 1018 cells for 10-fold ones. Interest-density-based model. In Figure 1, white boxes represent

nonmutants (they were present in the previous time ingly, the probability of fixation of the mutator allele
in small populations (i.e., 104 and 105 cells) was not nullstep), whereas hatched boxes represent new mutants.

Random sampling process: In the density-based and the but z4% for both 10-fold and 100-fold mutator alleles.
The influences of population size on the probability offrequency-based models, genotypes were randomly

drawn from a Poisson distribution to generate a popula- fixation of mutator alleles and on the speed of adapta-
tion were identical when considering a distribution fortion of size N (the carrying capacity of the environment).

Note that at the beginning of each simulation, exponen- favorable mutational effects; i.e., all the patterns de-
scribed above were retained (data not shown).tial growth brought the population size from one indi-

vidual to the carrying capacity (N), using the same algo- Influence of the height and steepness of the adaptive
peak: The fitness advantage of favorable alleles: At moderaterithm except for sampling procedure.

Note that in the density-based model, random pro- population sizes, i.e., from 107 to 1014 cells, the probabil-
ity of fixation of 100-fold mutator alleles was muchcesses were used for the three steps (replication-selec-

tion, mutation, and random sampling), whereas ran- higher than that of 10-fold mutator alleles (Figure 2a).
As adaptive landscapes can influence probabilities ofdom processes were used only for the random sampling

step in the frequency-based model. For large popula- fixation, we varied the fitness advantage of favorable
alleles from 0.5 to 10% and the mutator strength fromtions (i.e., when the number of present genotypes was

close to the number of all possible genotypes), the fre- 5-fold to more than 1000-fold. The result confirmed
the influence of the shape of adaptive peaks on thequency-based model was used, whereas for small popula-
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Figure 3.—Steepness of the adaptive peak and mutators.
Probability of fixation of the mutator allele (.100 simulations)
as a function of its strength for fitness advantages of adaptive
alleles ranging from 0.5 to 10%. Parameter values as in Figure
2 except for the size of the adapting population, which was
fixed to 109 cells.

probability of fixation of different mutators (Figure 3).
The strength of the mutator with the highest fixation
frequency increased with the advantage conferred by
the adaptive mutations. For example, at a fitness advan-
tage of 1%, 160-fold mutator alleles were never fixed,
whereas at an advantage of 10%, they were fixed in 80%
of populations.

The number of favorable alleles: As the composition of
adaptive peaks could favor the fixation of different mu-
tator alleles, we next studied the influence of the num-
ber of adaptive alleles required for complete adaptation
on the probability of fixation of the mutator allele (Fig-
ure 4). Strong and very strong mutator alleles (1000-
fold and 10,000-fold) never became fixed, whereas the
percentage of populations in which weaker mutator al-

Figure 2.—Population size and mutators. (a) Adaptation leles (10-fold and 100-fold) became fixed increased with
time of populations in generations as a function of population

the number of favorable alleles to acquire. Under condi-size and mutator allele strength. (b) Relative increase in adap-
tions where favorable mutations were not limiting (pop-tation rate for populations in which a mutator allele (10-fold

to 10,000-fold) can appear relative to populations without ulation size was 109 cells), there was a threshold (four
mutator allele (1-fold). The increase is calculated as (tnon-mut 2 adaptive alleles) below which mutator alleles never be-
tmut)/tnon-mut, where tnon-mut and tmut are the mean times until adapta- came fixed in populations.tion is reached, respectively, for populations with a 1-fold

How do mutator alleles hitchhike? We simulated an adap-mutator allele (nonmutator allele) and populations with a
tive peak with a single favorable mutation conferringstronger mutator allele (10-fold to 10,000-fold, whether popu-

lation has a fixed mutator allele or not). Differences are sig- 3% advantage in fitness, occurring as frequently as the
nificant when exceeding 2% for population size of 104 and 12 mutations in the previous adaptive peak, i.e., at a
105 cells and 1% for larger populations. (c) Probability of rate of 12 3 1028. In adapting populations of 105 andfixation of the mutator allele as a function of population size.

109 individuals, respectively, 0.4 and 0.0% of populationsThe probability of fixation is the percentage of populations
did fix the 100-fold mutator allele (1000 simulationsin which the frequency of the mutator allele at the end of

adaptation reaches 95% (over 300 independent simulations were done).
for a population size superior to 109 and over 1000 for the Considering a distribution for favorable mutational
others). The single peak adaptive landscape is defined by 12

effects (a 5 35) and a mutation rate toward mutatorsnovel favorable alleles, each conferring a 3% additive effect
of 5 3 1026 without reversion of the mutator allele, weon fitness. In a nonmutator genotype, deleterious or lethal

mutations and reversion of deleterious mutations occur at followed the 100-fold mutator allele frequency in 27
1024, 1025 and 1028, respectively; each favorable mutation populations in which mutators became fixed in ,3000
occurs at 1028. Mutation conferring the mutator phenotype generations (Figure 5; this arbitrary threshold was cho-occurs at 5 3 1027 and its reversion at m 3 10210 (m being

sen for the sake of better graphical representations).the strength of the mutator).
The evolution of the mutator frequency in the 23 popu-
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0.32 and 0.0% of populations fixed the 100-fold mutator
allele in populations of 105 and 109 cells, respectively.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we examine how mutator alleles may
influence the process of adaptation of finite asexual
bacterial populations, corresponding, for example, to
the colonization of a new environment. Such an event
is modeled considering that the population accumulates
several favorable mutations under directional selection
pressure. The adaptation time is the number of genera-
tions until populations acquire the maximum number
of favorable alleles. In infinite-sized populations all pos-

Figure 4.—Height of the adaptive peak and mutators. Prob-
sible adaptive genotypes are present at the beginningability of fixation of mutator alleles of different strengths (10-
of colonization. Therefore adaptation time representsfold to 10,000-fold; .100 simulations) as a function of the

number of favorable alleles that can be acquired, each favor- the time until the fittest genotype becomes fixed, start-
able allele conferring a 3% increase of fitness. Other parame- ing from very low frequency. In finite-sized populations,
ter values as in Figure 3. mutation is a limiting factor, and thus the time until

the appearance of new favorable genotypes by mutation
forms a large part of the adaptation time. In other words,lations of 109 individuals showed a multistep dynamic
the process of adaptation is greatly influenced by thewith several phases of increase and decrease, while the
stochasticity of mutations. Evolution can be consideredmutator frequency in the 4 populations of 105 individu-
to proceed in two phases: stochastic phases, duringals showed a very stochastic behavior around its equilib-
which new mutations appear and may be lost by drift,rium frequency and then reached 1 in a single phase.
and deterministic phases, during which a “lucky” muta-Moreover, in adapting populations of 105 and 109 indi-
tion, having reached sufficiently high frequency, can goviduals, respectively, 35.3 and 88.0% of populations did
to fixation nearly deterministically (Gale 1990).fix the 100-fold mutator allele (500 simulations were

In addition, some events that occur in models of infi-done). But if we considered that adaptation was reached
nite size populations may be nearly impossible in finitewhen a single mutation was fixed (effect on fitness of
populations. For example, adaptation in infinite-sizedfavorable mutations being nonadditive), we found that
populations is more rapid in the presence of strong
mutator alleles (conferring 1000-fold increase in muta-
tion rate) even if mutator frequency remains very low
(Taddei et al. 1997a). This effect is due to recurrent
generation of rare favorable nonmutator genotypes by
reversion at the mutator locus following the generation
of favorable alleles in the mutator background. In finite
populations, such events are too infrequent [5 3 1027 3
(1028 3 1000) 3 (5 3 10210 3 1000) 5 2.5 3 10218;
probability of becoming a mutator, generating a favor-
able allele, and reversing to nonmutator background
for a 1000-fold mutator] to influence the evolution of
populations whose size is inferior to 1019 (already larger
than those expected under natural conditions; Figure
2b).

Considering the fate of moderate-strength (i.e., 10-
fold or 100-fold) mutator alleles in finite-size popula-
tions, Taddei et al. (1997a) showed that they could

Figure 5.—Evolution of 100-fold mutator allele frequency
become fixed as a result of hitchhiking with favorablein 27 independent simulations in which the mutator becomes
mutations. However, the generality of such a result andfixed in ,3000 generations. The adaptive peak comprises 12,

8, 5, 3, and 1 mutations with respective selective effects of 1, the process of mutator fixation remained to be estab-
2, 3, 5, and 10%, and respective mutation rates of 4.1 3 1029, lished more precisely. The dynamics of mutator evolu-
4.3 3 1029, 4.9 3 1029, 4.0 3 1029, and 2.0 3 1029. The tion can be understood as a balance between the in-
mutation rate toward nonreversible mutator genotype is 5 3

duced advantages and disadvantages of such alleles on1026. The solid and dashed lines show the evolution of the
their bearers.mutator frequency to fixation in adapting populations of 109

cells and 105 cells, respectively. The mutator alleles, frequently generating lethal or
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deleterious mutations, yield an average fitness cost. leles needed for adaptation increases the probability of
fixation of the mutator allele. When mutation is notThus, if the population is at equilibrium, mutator geno-
limiting (at population size of 109 cells) the fixation oftypes are expected to be very rare, i.e., at their mutation/
mutators cannot be explained by a simple multiplicationcounterselection equilbrium frequency. Let md and ml be
of single independent hitchhiking effects (Figure 3, andthe mutation rate for deleterious and lethal mutations,
Figure 5) as shown by the fact that no fixation wasrespectively, mm the mutation rate toward mutator geno-
observed in single mutation simulations either with thetypes, and m the strength of the mutator allele. Neglect-
standard model, or with a distribution of favorable muta-ing mutator genotypes associated with deleterious muta-
tional effect (a 5 35) with a higher frequency of muta-tions (because they are evolutionary dead-ends), the
tion toward nonreversible 100-fold mutator genotypeequilibrium frequency of the mutator is approximately
(5 3 1026). Hence, when favorable mutations are notmm/[m 3 (md 5 ml)]. For a 100-fold mutator it is then
limiting, if adaption requires fewer than three adaptive5 3 1027/[100 3 (1024 1 1025)] ≈ 5 3 1025, which
alleles, mutator alleles never go to fixation (Figure 4).results in an average cost of 1% in fitness. Numerical
Moreover, as strong and very strong mutator alleles haveestimates were consistent with this analytical formula
too high a cost to be able to hitchhike with the firstexcept for very strong mutators; e.g., the simulated equi-
favorable mutation they generate (10 and 100% are thelibrium frequency for a 1000-fold mutator was about
first approximations of the average cost of 1000-foldtwice that expected (data not shown).
and 10,000-fold mutators, respectively), they cannot en-On the other hand, mutators have the advantage of
ter the positive feedback loop, and they never go toproducing favorable mutations. To analyze this capacity,
fixation.let u be the mutation rate toward a favorable allele in

However complex the dynamic of this positive feed-a nonmutator genotype. An m-fold mutator genotype
back loop, Equation 1 gives us a qualitative understand-generates n additional favorable alleles with the proba-
ing of the results. First, increase in population size in-bility (m 3 u)n instead of un in nonmutator genotypes.
creases the probability of multiple mutation events andMutator alleles being at frequency p, the relative contri-
thus favors the fixation of mutator alleles (Figure 2c).bution of mutator vs. nonmutator background in gener-
The larger the population size, the higher the likelihoodating n favorable mutations is
of a mutator becoming fixed and increasing the rate of
evolution. However, at small population size, mutatorsp(m 3 u)n

(1 2 p)un
5 mn p

1 2 p
. (1)

still become fixed with a nonnegligible frequency (Fig-
ure 2c). Drift is stronger at small population size and

Hence the probability of fixation of mutator alleles is the cost of the mutator allele is due only to the possible
linked with their ability to generate several favorable generation of deleterious and lethal mutations. This
alleles either simultaneously (multiple mutation events) average cost is instantaneously paid only if the mutator
or successively within a few generations (several single subpopulation is large enough to generate some of
mutation events) more frequently than nonmutator al- those mutations at each generation. Consequently, in
leles. The disadvantage of being a mutator [initially, small populations, mutator alleles are effectively neutral
p / (1 2 p) ! 1] can be compensated for by the genera- and may increase in frequency by drift (Figure 5). The
tion of numerous favorable alleles (because mn increases maximum frequency of the 10-fold mutator indeed
rapidly with n). Thus, if the genotypes are classified reached 10% in every simulation with a 104 population
according to fitness, there exists, at least in some condi- size (data not shown). Furthermore, at small population
tions, a fitness value for which the frequency of mutator sizes, the generation of one favorable allele leads to
genotypes is higher than the frequency of their nonmu- fixation, fixation time being shorter than the time until
tator counterparts. For a 100-fold mutator this value is the generation of a second adaptive allele (Figure 5).
reached by generating three favorable alleles [with p 5 Mutations being limiting, the fixation of mutator is the
5 3 1025, (100 3 1028)3 3 (5 3 1025) 5 5 3 10223 . product of (i) single independent hitchhiking effects
10224 5 (1028)3]. Unless considered over time, those and (ii) the number of selective sweeps occurring dur-
values are not relevant for natural populations. How- ing adaptation. For example, at a population of 1025

ever, sequential single mutations within a few genera- cells, the probability of fixation of mutator alleles ob-
tions, and not only the multiple mutations in a single served in single mutation simulations (0.4%) is similar
generation, should be taken into account. The acquisi- to the one observed in multiple mutation simulations
tion of a first favorable allele allows mutator genotypes (4%) divided by the number of selective sweeps (12):
to increase in frequency and thus increases their proba- 0.4% ≈ 0.33% 5 4%/12. Mutator alleles can therefore
bility of fixation by a positive feedback loop between become fixed in 4% of populations (Figure 2c), a value
the number of mutator genotypes and their advantage that is lower than the probability of fixation of a neutral
over nonmutator genotypes, conferred by their in- allele (onefold mutator becomes fixed with a 19% prob-
creased ability for generating favorable alleles (Figure ability, thus expressing the cost of mutator alleles).

Another aspect of mutator cost and advantage is re-5). Therefore, increasing the number of favorable al-
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vealed by adaptive landscapes and mutator strength vari- sex would break the linkage between mutator alleles
and favorable mutations, thus limiting the possibilityation. Very strong and very weak mutator alleles do not

become fixed with high frequency, the former because for mutators to hitchhike and to become fixed in popu-
lations. This phenomenon would probably tend to re-of their high cost and the latter because of their inability

to generate enough favorable alleles. It follows that for duce the incidence of mutators in natural environ-
ments.a given environment and for a given population size,

there is a corresponding mutator allele of optimal Concerning the adaptive landscape, bacterial popula-
tions exposed to strong stress should fix mutator allelesstrength that becomes fixed with frequency higher than

that of any other mutator allele (Figure 3). The strength (Mao et al. 1997). This phenomenon could also lead to
the loss of antimutator repair alleles at the species levelof this selected mutator increases with the advantage

conferred by the favorable mutations. The higher the (Eisen 1998). Therefore, a strong stress such as re-
peated antibiotic treatment would not only lead to theadvantage of favorable alleles, the better the mutator

cost can be compensated through hitchhiking, thus se- spread of resistance but also to the selection of a high
mutation rate, leading consequently to a decreased effi-lecting for this higher ability of generating a succession

of favorable mutations. ciency of new treatments.
Furthermore, the nature of the selected mutator al-Further discussion: The parameters of the model are

derived from parameters measured for E. coli. Neverthe- lele seems to be influenced by the conditions of adapta-
tion. This might explain why in laboratory evolutionless, as we have used a very wide range of parameters,

the results can be applied more generally to asexual experiments, where the environment is highly con-
trolled and constant, 3 out of 12 E. coli populationspopulations. As somatic cells can be understood as evolv-

ing populations, cancerous cells showing a high muta- exhibiting increased mutation rates at the end of adapta-
tion had fixed mutator alleles of the same strength (100-tion rate (Jackson and Loeb 1998, and references

therein) could be the products of an adaptive process fold; Sniegowski et al. 1997), even though mutators
of varying strength are found in natural populationsinvolving several adaptive mutations. When the muta-

tion was not limiting (Figure 4), at least four adaptive (Matic et al. 1997).
Second-order selection (Arber 1993) on the geneticmutations were required for the mutator to become

fixed. Interestingly, this threshold fits with the estimated tools generating diversity therefore defines the rate of
adaptation and the adaptability of a species. As a second-number of mutations required to generate a cancerous

cell. Cell turnover could favor the clones bearing muta- order selection system, the ability to increase the muta-
tion rate via generation of a mutator seems a way totions conferring shorter generation time or better sur-

vival. This local selection could lead to a local fixation adapt more rapidly to new environments. The probabil-
ity of fixation and the strength of the selected mutatorof mutator allele(s), which would subsequently greatly

facilitate transition to a cancerous state. depend on the adaptation conditions, leading in some
cases to rapid adaptation.In bacterial populations within the human gastroin-

testinal tract the incidence of mutator alleles should However, once the mutator allele is fixed by hitchhik-
ing with favorable alleles, the generation of numerousbe higher within dominant species such as Bacteroides

(1011–1012 cells/g of intestinal content) than within less- deleterious mutations has a cost for the population.
Reversion of the mutator allele is then advantageous.represented ones such as E. coli (107–108 cells/g of intes-

tinal content), all else being equal. The same trend The cost, characterized by the fixation of deleterious
alleles [Muller’s ratchet (Muller 1932)], can be negligi-would also be expected when comparing the frequency

of mutator alleles within a species, concerning popula- ble in large populations but not in small ones or those
passing through strong bottlenecks. Hence, increasedtions of different sizes in different host organisms, such

as E. coli populations in humans and mice. mutation rate could be a dangerous genetic system of
adaptation in the long run. Still, there are other waysThe entire world population of E. coli does not repre-

sent a single well-mixed population of 1020 cells exposed to modulate mutation rate that could avoid this kind
of cost. Inducible mutator alleles that would increaseto the same stress. If it did, mutator alleles would always

become fixed. Clearly the world population is structured mutation rate only under stress conditions would not
be costly after adaptation (Taddei et al. 1995). Anotherinto many smaller populations, which fits with the obser-

vation of variation for mutator allele frequency. Never- strategy could be contingency loci, loci showing in-
creased mutation rates that encode for surface antigentheless, small populations can also fix mutator alleles.

This could explain the loss of some repair genes in some proteins (Moxon et al. 1994). Those loci are subject to
recurrent selection and counterselection via the im-species such as intracellular parasites, e.g., mycobacteria

(Woese 1984; Himmelreich et al. 1996). mune system of the host. A local increase in mutation
rate avoids the cost of high mutation rate on housekeep-E. coli is known to be locally asexual but globally sexual

(Maynard-Smith et al. 1993; Milkman 1996, 1997). ing genes.
Genetic exchange is another second-order selectionReplacement of mutator alleles could then occur either

by reversion or by genetic exchange. During adaptation, genetic system that helps adaptation (Otto and Bar-
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mutation frequencies among Escherichia coli and Salmonella patho-ton 1997). The interactions between a mutator strategy
gens. Science 274: 1208–1211.

and contingency loci, inducible mutator, and sex are Leigh, E. G., 1970 Natural selection and mutability. Am. Nat. 104:
301–305.not yet described and could be either competititve or

Leigh, E. G., 1973 The evolution of mutation rates. Genetics 73synergistic. To better understand the adaptation of cell
(Suppl.): 1–18.

populations we now have to take into account those Lenski, R. E., and M. Travisano, 1994 Dynamics of adaptation and
diversification: a 10,000-generation experiment with bacterialpossible interactions and to accumulate data in different
populations. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 91: 6808–6814.bacterial species, each species having probably evolved
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